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Agenda

• Monday 14 February 2005, 11:30-18:00
  1 Opening of the workshop
     1.1 Welcoming address
        Gerard COMYN
     1.2 Self-introduction by participants
     1.3 Informal luncheon
  2 Introduction and methodology
     Ilia IAKOVIDIS, Pierre LEWALLE
     2.1 Agenda
     2.2 Methodology of the workshop
     2.3 Expected outcome
  3 Bottom up approaches
     Reinhold MAINZ and Karl STROETMAN
     3.1 Existing European initiatives on Semantic interoperability
     3.2 Users needs
     3.3 Other international initiatives
        Kendall HO, Ron PARKER, Kent SPACKMAN
  4 Top down approaches
     Barry SMITH, Jean-Marie RODRIGUES
     4.1 Divergent initiatives
     4.2 Coordination needs

• Tuesday 15 February 2005, 9:00-16:00
  5 Terminology
     5.1 Models of use and models of meaning
        Alan RECTOR, Robert BAUD
     5.2 The future developments of ICD family
        Martti VIRTANEN and Bedirhan ÜSTÜN
     5.3 Interaction of information models and terminology models
        Sven TIFFE and Angelo ROSSI MORI
     5.4 Terminology models
        5.4.1 Disease
        Kent SPACKMAN, Werner CEUSTERS
5.4.2 Anatomy
  Anand KUMAR, Jean Marie RODRIGUES

5.4.3 Procedures
  Pieter ZANSTRA, Robert JAKOB

5.5 Open Developments
  Mark MUSEN and Alan RECTOR

6 Closing and next steps
  Gerard COMYN, Ilias IAKOVIDIS, Pierre LEWALLE